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1 IntrodutionIn this review, we onsider large deviations from the law of large numbers for a nearest-neighborrandom walk on ZZ with site-dependent transition probabilities.Let � = [0; 1℄ZZ , let ! = (!i)i2ZZ 2 � be a olletion of random variables whih serve as anenvironment. We write � for �o. Here and throughout, we omit ! from the argument of funtionsif no onfusion ours. We denote by � : �! � the shift on �, given by (�!)(i) = !(i+ 1).For every �xed !, let X = (Xn)n�0 be the Markov hain on ZZ starting at X0 = 0, with transitionprobabilities P!(Xn+1 = y jXn = x) = 8><>: !x if y = x+ 11� !x if y = x� 10 otherwise : (1)Let � be a stationary, ergodi probability measure on �. In the partiular ase that � is a produtmeasure, we denote its marginal by �, and write � = �ZZ . We denote by !min = !min(�) := minfz :z 2 supp �0g where �0 denotes the marginal of �, !max = !max(�) := maxfz : z 2 supp �0g,�i = �i(!) := (1 � !i)=!i; i 2 ZZ, and let �max = �max(�) := (1 � !min)=!min. We write, for anyfuntion f of the environment, hfi = R f(!)�(d!).Throughout this paper, we all a probability quenhed if it is taken under P!, i.e. onditional onthe environment. A probability is alled annealed if it is taken aording to P, that is when theenvironment ! is averaged aording to the measure �. We will sometimes use the notation P� toemphasize the measure � used in taking expetations over !.The RWRE model, whih seems to have been �rst onsidered in a partiular ase by Temkin [45℄,exhibits a number of phenomena not shared by lassial random walk. Assume �rst that � is aprodut measure. It was established by Solomon [41℄ (see also [24℄ for a partiular ase) that X isP!-a.s. transient, for �-a.a. !, i� hlog �i 6= 0. In the transient ase, for � � a:a:!, limnXn = +1P!-a.s. if hlog �i < 0 (and limnXn = �1 P!-a.s. if hlog �i > 0). An easy proof of the transienemay be obtained by noting that the funtionf(x) = 8><>: �0 + � � �+ �0�1 � � � �x�1; x > 00; x = 0��1 + 1��1 + � � �+ 1��1����x+1� ; x < 0is P!-harmoni.With v� = limnXn=n denoting the (almost sure) speed of the RWRE, there are two speed regimes,namely, 2



(i) v� = (1� h�i)=(1 + h�i) when h�i < 1 and v� = (h��1i � 1)=(h��1i+ 1) when h��1i < 1.(ii) v� = 0 when h�i�1 � 1 � h��1i.Similar results hold if � is a stationary, ergodi probability measure on �. Assume hlog �i � 0: then,the RWRE (Xn) is (almost surely) either reurrent (if hlog �i = 0) or Xn ! +1 (if hlog �i < 0),see [28, Chap. IV, Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.4℄ or [2℄. Further, let Tk = inffn : Xn = kg,k = 0;�1;�2; � � � and �k = Tk � Tk�1 k > 0�k = Tk � Tk+1 k < 0 ;with the onvention that 1�1 =1 in this de�nition. Let Z�i := �i + �i�i�1 + �i�i�1�i�2 + : : :.Note that if the walk is transient to the right, i.e. if hlog �i < 0, then Z�i < 1, �-a.s.. It an beshown that if v�1� := Z (1 + 2Z�0 )�(d!) = Z (1 + Z�0 + Z��1)�(d!) <1 ; (2)then the random walk has the positive speed v�, i.e. for �-a.e. !, we have Xn=n! v�, P!-a.s., f.[2℄. In fat, we will see, f. the proof of Lemma 1 below, that E!(�1) = 1+2Z�0 , and one ould usethis to rerun the argument of Solomon [41℄ yielding the speed of the RWRE. In partiular, if � is aprodut measure, one reovers Solomon's formula for the speed: R (1 + 2Z�0 )�(d!) <1 if h�i < 1,and in this ase, v� = 1� h�i1 + h�i :In the i.i.d. ase, i.e. when � is a produt measure, this law of large numbers is supplementedin [22℄ by entral limit type theorems. For instane, in regime (i) above the lassial entral limittheorem holds if h�2i < 1. In regime (ii), on the other hand, under some additional hypothesis,n�sXn onverges in law where s 2 (0; 1) is the unique solution of h�si = 1.In the reurrent ase the motion is extremely slow. Sinai [37℄ proved that in this ase (logn)�2Xnonverges in law, and Kesten [21℄ identi�ed expliitly the limiting law.We will onentrate here on one topi, namely, large deviations from the law of large numbers.For more about the history of the model, onnetions with other �elds and various limit lawsnot mentioned above (and, of ourse, more referenes!), we refer to [18℄ and [36℄. Some reentasymptoti results, of a nature di�erent from ours, may be found e.g. in [17℄ or in [1℄. We alsonote that a diret relationship exists between results on RWRE and on ertain branhing proessesin random environments (BPRE), see [24℄, [25℄ for an early aount of this relationship and [4℄ forreent results and referenes. 3



Reall that a sequene of measures �n on IR is said to satisfy the Large Deviation Priniple (LDP)with rate funtion I(�) if for any measurable set G,� infx2Go I(x) � lim infn!1 1n log�n(G) � lim supn!1 1n log�n(G) � � infx2 �G I(x) ;where Go and �G denote the interior and losure of the set G. For a produt measure � = �ZZ , thestudy of large deviations for the law of Xn=n was initiated in the seminal paper [16℄, where a largedeviation priniple for the distributions of Xn=n under P! was derived, for � -a.e. !. The resultingrate funtion turns out to be deterministi, and in the ase where v� > 0 and �(!0 < 1=2) > 0,it vanishes on the interval [0; v�℄. This paper motivated re�ned estimates, i.e. estimates in thesubexponential regime, where the rate funtion vanishes, both in the quenhed and in the annealedase, f. [9℄, [14℄, [35℄, [34℄. Further, a large deviation priniple for the distribution of Xn=n underthe annealed mesure P was reently derived in [7℄.Our goal in this review is to desribe the reent results onerning large deviations for the law ofXn=n, in a uni�ed framework, starting from the paper [16℄. We present at the end of this reviewseveral open problems onerning RWRE in one dimension, and the only new result we prove here,Theorem 9, is intended to raise the interest of the readers in proving Conjeture 1. Maybe moreimportantly, we briey mention at the end of the paper several questions of interest in extendingthe piture emerging in the one dimensional ase to the multi-dimensional situation.The approah of [16℄ to large deviation statements involves looking at the RWRE as a Markovhain in the spae of environments, and the quenhed Large Deviation Priniple (LDP) is obtainedby an appropriate ontration. More preisely, the rate funtion is the solution of a variationalproblem and is shown to be the Legendre transform of ertain Lyapunov exponents. We followhere a di�erent path, initiated in [9℄ and fully developed in [7℄: namely, we derive a large deviationpriniple for Xn=n by �rst onsidering a large deviation priniple for Tn=n. The fat that the walkis one dimensional and only moves to nearest neighbors, allows for a reursive deomposition ofthe hitting times Tn. This leads to rather simple proofs of the LDP's in the exponential regime, ofSolomon's speed formulae, and of the annealed tail estimates in the subexponential regime. We willindiate some additional arguments, appearing in [14℄, for handling the quenhed sub-exponentialregime, and also briey desribe how the tehniques of oarse graining are used in [35℄, [34℄ toobtain sharp tail asymptotis (inluding onstants) in the subexponential regime.It turns out that a full desription of annealed large deviations, even in the i.i.d. ase, foresus to �rst handle quenhed large deviations for ertain ergodi measures. This is why we startwith a desription of the (quenhed) LDP results for a rather general lass of ergodi measures �,ontained in [7℄. Speializing to produt measures, we derive then annealed LDP's. These results4



form the ontent of Setion 2. In Setion 3, we turn our attention to annealed sub-exponentialestimates, while Setion 4 ontains the orresponding quenhed sub-exponential estimates. Thefollowing summary shows what is known in terms of subexponential asymptotis for a produtmeasure � = �ZZ .Case I: h�si = 1, some s > 1: the support of � ontains values > 1=2 and values < 1=2.Case 0: �max = 1; �(f1=2g) > 0: � is onentrated on [1=2; 1[ with a positive weight on 1=2.v 2 (0; v�)j Annealed j QuenhedCase I j [9; Thm:1:1℄ : 1log n logP �Xnn � v�! s� 1 j [14; Thm:1℄ : 8Æ > 0; 1n1� 1s�Æ logP! �Xnn � v�j j �! ( 0�1j j (Random utuations for n 1s�1 logP!(Xnn � v)?)j jCase 0 j [9; Thm:1:2℄; [35; Thm:2℄ : j [14; Thm:2℄; [34; Thm:1℄ :j 1n1=3 logP�Xnn � v� j (log n)2n logP! �Xnn � v�j ! �32(1 � v=v�)1=3j�2 log�(f1=2g)j2=3 j ! �18(1� v=v�)j� log�(f1=2g)j2Setion 5 is devoted to extensions, omments and open problems.AknowledgmentsWe would like to thank our ollaborators Franis Comets, Amir Dembo, YuvalPeres, Agoston Pisztora and Tobias Povel for their ontributions, and Didier Piau for his remarksonerning the proof of Theorem 9. We would also like to thank the organizers of the shool, PalR�ev�esz and Balint T�oth, for the stimulating program and very enjoyable meeting.2 LDP's - the exponential sale2.1 Quenhed LDP'sWe present �rst quenhed LDP's for the distribution of Tn=n or T�n=n, respetively. LDP's in theannealed ase follow. The LDP's for the distribution of Xn=n follow then by \renewal duality", seethe end of Setion 2.3. The linear piees of the rate funtion of Xn=n near 0 in the transient ase,�rst disovered by Greven and den Hollander, an be explained in terms of the linear piees of therate funtion for Tn=n or T�n=n at in�nity. 5



A ruial role is played by the funtion'(�; !) := E!(e��11�1<1) : (3)A haraterization of '(�; !) in terms of ontinued fration expansions is provided in Setion 2.3,Lemma 1. Let next �! := E!(�1j�1 <1) (4)(with the value +1 allowed), and de�neI�;q� (u) = sup�2IR[�u� Z log'(�; !)�(d!)℄ : (5)Let M1(�), M s1 (�) and M e1 (�) be the spaes of probability measures, stationary probability mea-sures and ergodi probability measures, on �. All spaes of probability measures in this paper areequipped with the topology indued from weak onvergene. Let K � (0; 1) be some �xed ompatsubset of (0; 1). We denote by M e1 (�)+ := f� 2 M e1 (�) : R log �0(!)�(d!) � 0g the set of ergodimeasure on the environment making the walk reurrent or transient to the right, and, for any setM �M1(�), we let MK =M \ f� : supp(�0) � K � (0; 1)g.Theorem 1. ([7, Thm. 4℄) Assume � 2 M e1 (�)K . Then, for �-a.e. !, the distributions of Tn=nunder P! satisfy a weak LDP with deterministi, onvex rate funtion I�;q� . Further, I�;q� (�) isdereasing on [1; R �!�(d!)℄ and inreasing on [R �!�(d!);1).For a formal de�nition of a LDP and weak LDP, we refer to [10, Setion 1.2℄. A disussion ofdi�erent possible shapes of the rate funtion I�;q� , as well as graphs of suh funtions, are providedin [7℄.Theorem 1 obviously implies also a LDP for T�n=n, simply by symmetry (i.e., spae reversal ofthe measure �). The logarithmi moment generating funtion of ��1 an be expressed in terms of'(�; !); in fat, this is needed in the proof of Theorem 1.Proposition 1. ([7, Prop. 1℄) Assume � 2M e1 (�)K . Then,Z logE!(e���11��1<1)�(d!) = Z logE!(e��11�1<1)�(d!) + Z log �0(!)�(d!) (6)where both sides may be in�nite for positive values of �. Further, if � 2 M e1 (�)K, then the distri-butions of T�n=n under P! satisfy, for � -a.e. !, a weak LDP with deterministi rate funtionI��;q� (u) := I�;q� (u)� Z log �0(!)�(d!); 1 � u <1: (7)6



We note that in both Theorem 1 and Proposition 1, the LDP's are weak due to possible positiveprobability mass at +1. The LDP of Theorem 1 an be strengthened to a full LDP if � 2M e1 (�)+;K .We may now turn our attention to LDP's for the Xn proess. Let, for � 2M e1 (�)+;K ,Iq� (v) = 8<: vI�;q� � 1v� ; 0 � v � 1jvjI��;q� � 1jvj� ; �1 � v � 0 ; (8)where I�;q� and I��;q� were de�ned in (5) and (7), and the value at v = 0 is taken asIq�(0) = limv!0 vI�;q� (1v ) :Let the spae reversal Inv : � ! � denote the map satisfying (Inv!)i = 1 � !�i, and let �Inv =� Æ Inv�1. For � 2M e1 (�)K nM e1 (�)+;K , de�ne Iq�(v) = Iq�Inv(�v), and note that �Inv 2M e1 (�)+;Kwhile I�;q� (�) = I��;q�Inv (�).Theorem 2. ([7, Thm. 1℄) Assume � 2 M e1 (�)K . For �-a.e. !, the distributions of Xn=n underP! satisfy a large deviation priniple with onvex rate funtion Iq� .This rate funtion was derived in [16℄ for the i.i.d. ase, i.e. the ase where � is a produt measure.For some properties of the rate funtion Iq�(�), see Setion 2.5.2.2 Annealed LDP'sWe next turn our attention to the annealed situation in the i.i.d. ase, namely with � = �ZZ .Denote by h(�j�ZZ ) the spei� relative entropy with respet to �ZZ 2 M1(�). Reall that by [13℄,�ZZ satis�es the proess level LDP, that is, denoting Rn = 1nPn�1j=0 Æ�j! 2M1(�), the distributionsof the random variables Rn (with values in M1(�)) under �ZZ satisfy the LDP with rate funtionh(�j�ZZ ).For u � 1, let I�;a� (u) = inf�2Me1 (�)[I�;q� (u) + h(�j�ZZ )℄ : (9)Theorem 3. ([7, Thm. 5℄) Let � = �ZZ . Then the distributions of Tn=n under P satisfy a (weak)LDP with onvex rate funtion I�;a� . 7



The appearane of the quenhed rate funtion for general ergodi � in the expression for the annealedrate funtion is the reason why we were fored to onsider ergodi � in the quenhed situation. Itis possible to onstrut examples where (and formally it seems to be the rule that) the in�mum inthe variational problem de�ning the annealed rate funtion is ahieved on ergodi measures whihare not produt measures.As in the quenhed ase, annealed LDP's for Tn=n imply immediately annealed LDP's for Xn=n.Let Ia�(v) = 8<: vI�;a� � 1v� ; 0 � v � 1jvjI�;a�Inv � 1jvj� ; �1 � v � 0 : (10)We have the following large deviation priniple.Theorem 4. ([7, Thm. 2℄) Assume � = �ZZ 2 M e1 (�)K . Then, the distributions of Xn=n underP satisfy a LDP with onvex rate funtion Ia�.We note that the quenhed rate funtion Iq� and the annealed rate funtion Ia� are related by thefollowing variational formula: Ia�(v) = inf�2Me1 (�) hIq�(v) + jvjh(�j�ZZ )i : (11)where vh(�j�ZZ ) =1 if h(�j�ZZ) =1. In partiular, we always have Ia� � Iq�ZZ . Further, Ia�(v) = 0only if Iq�ZZ (v) = 0.2.3 Properties of '(�; !) and sketh of proofs of the quenhed LDP's.We begin by deriving a representation of '(�; !):Lemma 1. For any � 2 IR, we have that whenever '(�; !) <1 a.s. then'(�; !) = 1je��(1 + �0(!)) � �0(!)je��(1 + ��1(!)) � ��1(!)� � � : (12)Proof of Lemma 1. Pathwise deomposition yields the following formula for �1:�1 = 1fX1=1g + 1fX1=�1g(� 01 + � 001 + 1) (13)where � 01 + 1 is the �rst hitting time of 0 after time 1 (possibly in�nite) and � 01 + � 001 + 1 is the �rsthitting time of +1 after time � 01 + 1. Note that, under P!, the law of � 01 onditioned on the event8



X1 = �1 is P��1!(�1 2 �) and, onditioned on the event � 01 < 1, � 001 is independent of � 01 and haslaw P!(�1 2 �). Therefore, we have'(�; !) = E!(e��11�1<1)= P!(X1 = 1) E!�e��11�1<1jX1 = 1�+P!(X1 = �1) E!�e��11�1<1jX1 = �1�= !0e� + (1� !0)E!(e�(�1Æ��1)1�1Æ��1<1) E!(e��11�1<1)e�= !0e� + (1� !0)e�'(�; ��1!)'(�; !) :Hene, if '(�; !) <1 then '(�; ��1!) <1, and'(�; !) = 1(1 + �0(!))e�� � �0(!)'(�; ��1!) : (14)In the same way, '(�; ��1!) = 1(1 + ��1)e�� � ��1'(�; ��2!) :By iteration, we get the representation of ' as a ontinued fration, i.e. (12). We refer to [16℄ forthe onvergene of the ontinued fration; for a referene on ontinued frations, see [19℄ or [46℄.Remark: In the same way, taking expetations in (13) and iterating yields E!(�1) = 1 + 2Z�0 , f.(2).Various analytial properties of the funtion '(�; !) are derived in [7℄. In partiular, the followingsmoothness properties are proved there:Lemma 2. Let � 2M e1 (�)+;K. Then(i) For 1 < u < E(�1) � 1, there exists a unique �0 = �0(u; �) suh that �0 < 0 andu = Z dd� log'(�; !)����=�0�(d!) : (15)For u as above inf�2Me1 (�)+;K �0(u; �) > �1 : (16)(ii) There is a deterministi 1 > �rit � 0, depending only on �, suh that for � < �rit, E!(e��1) <1 for � -a.e. !, E!(e��1) has the form (12) and for � > �rit, E!(e��1) =1 for � -a.e. !.9



(iii) Let urit = 1 if R E!(�1e�rit�1) �(d!) = 1 and urit := R dd� log'(�; !)����=�rit�(d!) else. ForE(�1) � u < urit, there exists a unique �0 = �0(u; �) suh that �0 � 0 andu = Z dd� log'(�; !)����=�0�(d!) : (17)(iv) If � 2M e1 (�)+;K is a produt measure and �max < 1, then �rit = �� := �12 log(4!min(1�!min)) >0 and '(�; !) = E!(e��1) < 1 i� � � �rit. Further, urit := R dd� log'(�; !)����=�rit�(d!) < 1unless � is degenerate, i.e. unless ! = onst �-a.s.(v) If � 2M e1 (�)+;K is a produt measure and �max � 1, we have �rit = 0.Remarks: 1. Parts (iv) and (v) of Lemma 2 ontinue to hold true even if � 2 M e1 (�)+;K is nota produt measure, provided it is loally equivalent to the produt of its marginals, i.e. all the�nite-dimensional marginals of � have the same zero sets as the orresponding produt measures.2. urit an be in�nite in the general ergodi ase, for instane if the environment is periodi: anexample is � = 12Æ(:::;!1;!2;!1;!2;:::) + 12Æ(:::;!2;!1;!2;!1;:::).Equipped with Lemma 2, Theorem 1 for � 2M e1 (�)+;K follows readily by standard large deviationstehniques (see [7℄ for a detailed proof). Proposition 1 allows one to extend the proof to � 2M e1 (�)K nM e1 (�)+;K , and hene to omplete the proof of Theorem 1. We note that the key tothe proof of Proposition 1, f. [7℄, is again a hitting time deomposition. We give here the proofof Proposition 1 for the partiular ase � < 0. The general ase is more involved (one has to areabout the integrability whih allows us to take expetations in the last step of the present proof)and may be found in [7℄.Proof of (6) for � < 0: Let ~'(�; !) = E! �e���11��1<1� : (18)Note that for � � 0, ~'(�; !) � 1 while it is easy to hek that beause �0(1) = 0, one has also that~'(�; !) > 0. It is not hard to see that the same type of reursion as in (13) (using the indiatorsin the de�nition of ~'!) leads to the formula~'(�; !) = (1� !0)e� + !0e� ~'(�; �!) ~'(�; !) : (19)One obtains from this reursion that, �-a.s.,~'(�; !) ~'(�; �!) = e�� ~'(�; !)!0 � �0(!) ;10



and similarly from the equation before (14) that, �-a.s.,�0(!)'(�; !)'(�; ��1!) = e��'(�; !)!0 � 1 :Hene, �-a.s,�0(!)�1� ~'(�; !)'(�; ��1!)�'(�; !) = �0(!)'(�; !) � ~'(�; !)e��'(�; !)!0 + ~'(�; !)= �1� '(�; !) ~'(�; �!)� ~'(�; !) :Therefore, �-a.s,log �0(!) + log'(�; !) � log ~'(�; !) = log(1� ~'(�; �!)'(�; !)) � log(1� ~'(�; !)'(�; ��1!)) :Integration with respet to � (due to the stationarity of �, the integral of the r.h.s. vanishes!) yields(6).We onlude this setion by noting that given Theorem 1, the proof of the quenhed LDP forXn=nin Theorem 2 is standard by renewal duality: we haveP! �Xnn � v� � P! (Tnv � n) = P! �Tnvnv � 1v� (20)hene 1n logP! �Xnn � v� � v 1nv logP! �Tnvnv � 1v� ; (21)leading to Iq�(v) = vI�;q� �1v�. This argument an be made preise, we refer to [7℄.2.4 Annealed LDP's - sketh of proofs.Introdue the notation f(�; !) := logE!(e��11�1<1) = log'(�; !) : In what follows, !min, �max,et. are always de�ned in terms of �, whereas if �ZZ 2M e1 (�)+;K then �rit is de�ned as in Lemma2, while if �ZZ 2M e1 (�)K nM e1 (�)+;K then �rit := �rit((�ZZ)Inv). Also, unless denoted otherwise,expetations are taken with respet to �ZZ or P�ZZ . We reall that M1(�) is equipped with thetopology of weak onvergene, and de�ne the ompat setD� := f� 2M s1 (�)K : supp�0 � supp�g:The following lemma, whose proof an be found in [7℄, will be needed in the derivation of theannealed large deviation statements. 11



Lemma 3. Assume �ZZ 2M e1 (�)K is non-degenerate. Then, the funtion (�; �)! R f(�; !)�(d!)is ontinuous on D� � (�1; �rit℄.Sketh of proof of Theorem 3We sketh the proof of an upper bound for 1n logP � 1n Pnj=1 �j � u�,where 1 < u <1. We have, for � � 0,P0� 1n nXj=1 �j � u1A � E0�exp0�� nXj=1 �j1A1�j<1;j=1;:::;n1A e��nu : (22)But, E0�exp0�� nXj=1 �j1A1�j<1;j=1;:::;n1A = E0� nYj=1E! �e��j1�j<1�1A= E0�exp0� nXj=1 logE! �e��j1�j<1�1A1A= E0�exp0�n�1Xj=0 f(�; �j!)1A1A= E�exp�n Z f(�; !)Rn(d!)��where Rn = 1n Pn�1j=0 Æ�j! 2M1(�) denotes the empirial �eld.Sine the distributions of Rn satisfy a LDP with rate funtion h(�j�ZZ), Lemma 3 ensures that wean apply Varadhan's lemma (see [10, Lemma 4.3.6℄) to getlim supn!1 1n logE�exp�n Z f(�; !)Rn(d!)�� � sup�2Ms1 (�) �Z f(�; !)�(d!) � h(�j�ZZ )� : (23)Going bak to (22), this yields the upper boundlim supn!1 1n logP0� 1n nXj=1 �j � u1A � inf��0 sup�2Ms1 (�) �Z f(�; !)�(d!) � h(�j�ZZ )� �u�= � sup��0 inf�2Ms1 (�) ��u� Z f(�; !)�(d!) + h(�j�ZZ )� : (24)Sine �! � R f(�; !)�(d!)+h(�j�ZZ ) is lower semi-ontinuous andM1(�) is ompat, the in�mumin (24) is ahieved for eah �, on measures with support of their marginal inluded in K, for12



otherwise h(�j�ZZ ) =1. Further, by (16), the supremum over � an be taken over a ompat set(reall that 1 > u > 1!). Hene, by the Minimax Theorem (see [10, Pg. 151℄ for Sion's version),using the fat that the expression in the r.h.s. of (24) is onvex-onave, the min-max is equalto the max-min in (24). Further, sine taking �rst the supremum in � in the right hand side of(24) yields a lower semiontinuous funtion, an ahieving �� exists, and then, due to ompatness,there exists atually an ahieving pair ��; ��. One then heks, using approximations of stationarymeasures by ergodi ones (suh that h(�j�ZZ ) onverges along the approximating sequene), thatinf�2Ms1 (�)K sup��0���u� Z f(�; !)�(d!)� + h(�j�ZZ)�= inf�2Me1 (�)K sup��0���u� Z f(�; !)�(d!)� + h(�j�ZZ)� (25)Then, the r.h.s. of (23) equals� inf�2Me1 (�)K sup��0 ���u� Z f(�; !)�(d!)�+ h(�j�ZZ )� = � inf�2Me1 (�)K infw�u hI�;q� (w) + h(�j�ZZ )i (26)where we used sup��0 ��u� Z f(�; !)�(d!)� = infw�u I�;q� (w) : (27)Hene,lim supn!1 1n logP0� 1n nXj=1 �j � u1A � � infw�u inf�2Me1 (�)K hI�;q� (w) + h(�j�ZZ )i = � infw�u I�;a� (w): (28)This ompletes the proof of the upper bound for the lower tail (the ase u = 1 being handleddiretly by noting that n�1Pnj=1 �j � 1 implies that �j = 1; j = 1; : : : ; n). A similar argumentholds for the upper tail 1n logP � 1n Pnj=1 �j � u�, and then, one one heks that I�;a� (�) is onvex,the upper bound in Theorem 3 is established.The lower bound in the LDP for Tn=n is proved by a standard hange of measure, and we omit ithere. Finally, the LDP for the distributions of Xn=n is derived by the standard duality from thehitting time LDP, exatly as in the quenhed ase.RemarkFor simpliity, we have restrited ourselves here to produt measures. What we needed in theproof was the proess level LDP for the empirial �elds and an approximation property used in theproof of (25). In fat, these two requirements lead to mild assumptions on ergodi � under whihTheorem 3 holds; we refer to [7℄ for details. 13
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2.5 Properties of the rate funtionsThe various rate funtions for the RWRE an have rather di�erent shapes aording to the law ofthe environment. A detailed disussion (and �gures!) of the rate funtions I�;q� , I�;a� , Iq� , Ia� anbe found in [7℄. Sine the rate funtions for the positions are simple transformations of the ratefuntions for the hitting times, we disuss here only the latter. Further, we limit ourselves here tosome intuitive arguments that explain the shape of the quenhed rate funtions. The analysis ofthe annealed rate funtion is tehnially more involved.It turns out that the shape of the rate funtion I�;q� shares many properties with that of Cram�er'srate funtion for positive, i.i.d. random variables Y1; Y2; : : :. More preisely, let Y1; Y2; : : : bepositive, i.i.d. random variables, let �(�) := E (exp(�Y1)) � 1 and��(y) := sup�2IR[�y � �(�)℄Then ��, whih is the rate funtion for the LDP of n�1Pni=1 Yi, is onvex, and we have the following(f. [10℄):Case 1Assume E[Y1℄ =1. Then ��(y) > 0 for all y � 0, �� is dereasing, and limy!1 ��(y) = 0.Case 2Assume m0 := E[Y1℄ < 1 and E(exp(�Y1)) = 1 for all � > 0. Then �� is dereasing for0 � y � m0 and ��(y) = 0 for y � m0.Case 3Assume m0 := E[Y1℄ < 1 and, for some �rit > 0, E(exp(�Y1)) < 1 i� � � �rit. Then �� isdereasing for y � m0, inreasing for y � m0, ��(m0) = 0 and ��(y)=y �!y!1 �rit.Note that �1; �2; : : : are independent, but not identially distributed under P!. However, the shapeof the rate funtion I�;q� is the same as if they were i.i.d. Sine a single piture is worth more thana thousand words, we inlude a plot of I�;q� and I�;a� for the various possible ases.14
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Figure 1: Shape of rate funtions for hitting time, quenhed and annealed
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Case Ahlog �0i = 0, i.e. (Xn) is reurrent. Then E!(�1) = 1 a.s. and I�;q� has the same shape as �� inCase 1 above.Case Bhlog �0i < 0 and E�(�1) = 1, i.e. (Xn) is transient to the right with zero speed. Again, I�;q� hasthe same shape as �� in Case 1 above.Case CLet � be a produt measure, !min(�) � 1=2, !max(�) � 1=2, assume � is not onentrated on onepoint and hlog �0i < 0, i.e. (Xn) is transient to the right with positive speed and "mixed drifts".Then, E(�1) < 1 and, for �-a.a. !, E!(exp(��1)) = 1 for all � > 0, f. Lemma 2, and I�;q� hasthe same shape as �� in Case 2 above.Case DLet � be a produt measure, �max(�) < 1 and assume � is not onentrated on one point, i.e. wehave \all drifts to the right". This implies that (Xn) is transient to the right with positive speed.Then E(�1) <1 and there is �rit > 0 suh that, for �-a.a. !, E!(exp(��1)) <1 i� � � �rit, f.Lemma 2, and I�;q� has the same shape as �� in Case 3 above.The ase where (Xn) is transient to the left is slightly more ompliated to desribe (�1 an bein�nite). We refer to [7℄ for details and to Figure 1 for a qualitative �gure.The rate funtion Iq� is given by Iq�(v) = vI�;q� (1=v). In partiular, the at piee of I�;q� (u) for ularge in Case C leads to a at piee of Iq�(v) for v between 0 and v� and the linear piee of I�;q� (u)for u large in Case D leads to a linear piee of Iq�(v) for v small.In order to get Iq�(v) for v < 0, we have to onsider I��;q� instead of I�;q� , f. (8).Remarks1. In Cases C and D, we have the same behaviour if � is non-degenerate and loally equivalent tothe produt of its marginals. This rules out the ase of a periodi environment. Our LDP oversthe ase of a periodi environment, but the shape of the rate funtion an be di�erent, sine wemay have E!(exp(��1)) <1 for all � > 0, f. Lemma 2 and the remarks following it.2. Returning to the i.i.d. ase, sine Y1; Y2; : : : are positive, the probability that the arithmetimean is smaller than expeted deays always exponentially - we have ��(y) > 0 for y < m0.Intuitively, in order to have 1=nPni=1 Yi < m0, all the random variables Y1; Y2; : : : have to besmall, whereas for 1=nPni=1 Yi > m0, it suÆes that one of the Yi is very large. This explains,in terms of \extremal events" for the �i, why there an only be a at piee of the rate funtion Iq�between 0 and v�: \speeding up" the RWRE (whih orresponds to 1=nPni=1 �i = Tn=n being16



small!) has always an exponentially deaying probability, while the probability of \slowingdown" (whih orresponds to Tn=n being large!) an deay slower than exponentially. Alreadyin the \toy example" of i.i.d random variables Yi, one an see that various normalizations arepossible, depending on the tail of the random variables Yi, f. [33℄. This orresponds to thesubexponential asymptotis for the RWRE.3. Considering the rate funtion I��;q� , we see that due to Proposition 1, Iq� is symmetri in CaseA, i.e. if hlog �0i = 0, we have Iq� (�v) = Iq� (v). This symmetry is not at all obvious, sine ��1and �1 do not have, in general, the same distribution!3 Annealed LDP's - subexponential speedIn this setion we onentrate on the situation where � = �ZZ , i.e. the environment onsists ofi.i.d. random variables. We further assume that h�i < 1, hene the RWRE is transient to +1 withstritly positive speed v�. As seen in Setion 2, the rate funtions Iq� ; Ia� for the random variablesXn=n, both in the annealed and quenhed situations, vanish on the interval [0; v�℄. Our goal hereis to desribe, following [9℄ and [35℄, the appropriate large deviation results in this regime.How an the walk deviate signi�antly from its almost-sure limiting speed v�?For ordinary RW, this is exponentially unlikely and given that suh a deviation has ourred, itis most likely to arise from movement at an approximately onstant di�erent speed. For RWREthere are other possibilities- large deviations an arise from relatively short, atypial, segments inthe environment (\traps").The next two theorems haraterize the subexponential slow-down probabilities P(n�1Xn 2 G)in the mixed-drift ases for any non-empty open G � (0; v�) whih is separated from v�. Apolynomial rate of deay is obtained when a negative loal drift is possible, whereas for environmentswhih allow only positive and zero drifts, the large-deviation slow-down probabilities deay likeexp(�Cn1=3). These theorems (without the preise upper bound in Theorem 6) are taken from [9℄,while the derivation of the preise upper bound of Theorem 6 (and, thereby, the existene of thelimit in Theorem 6!) is due to [35℄.Theorem 5 (Positive and negative drifts) ([9, Thm. 1.1℄) Suppose that h�i < 1 and 1 >�max > 1. Then, there exists a unique s > 1 satisfying h�si = 1 suh that for any open G � (0; v�)whih is separated from v�, limn!1 logP(n�1Xn 2 G)= log n = 1� s :17



Theorem 6 (Positive and zero drifts) ([9, Thm. 1.2℄, [35, Thm. 2℄) Suppose that h�i < 1,but �max = 1 and �(f1=2g) > 0. Then, for any open G � (0; v�) whih is separated from v�,limn!1n�1=3 logP(n�1Xn 2 G) = �32 infv2G(1� v=v�)1=3j�2 log�(f1=2g)j2=3 :We sketh now the proof of Theorem 5. Sine �max > 1, the existene and uniqueness of s are dueto the strit onvexity and monotoniity of the map � 7! h��i. Maybe not surprisingly, hittingtime deompositions are ruial throughout the proof.We begin by desribing the proof of the lower bounds. Essentially, the same proof works for allsub-exponential LDP's, both quenhed and annealed, in di�erent regimes. The strategy is to �nda \trap", i.e. an interval where the random walk spends a lot of time, so that the probability ofbeing slower than expeted will not deay exponentially. In Theorem 6 and Theorem 8 below,this will be simply be an interval I onsisting of fair oins, i.e. !i = 1=2 for all i 2 I. The maindi�erene between the annealed and quenhed setups is that the utuations in the environmentare of di�erent order. This an be seen by omparing the proofs of the lower bounds in Theorem6 and Theorem 8 below. While in the annealed ase, we have, with probability �(1=2)n1=3 , aninterval onsisting of fair oins of length O(n1=3) at the origin, we have to use an almost sure limitlaw (here, the Erd�os-Renyi law for longest runs) in the quenhed ase, to obtain a \fair" intervalwhose length is of order log n. In the proof of the lower bound of Theorem 5, the utuations inthe environment are given by the extreme values of the random variables fkRkg below.For y 2 ZZ, let Ty = minfn : Xn = yg. Let Xn denote the Markov hain (reeted at 0), initializedat zero, with the same !-dependent transition kernel as in (1) but now with the value of !0 set tobe !0 = 1. Let T k = inffn : Xn = kg (29)and Rk(m) = k�1 m+kXi=m+1 log �(i) ; with Rk = Rk(0): (30)The following tail estimates for T k and for Ly = maxfy �Xn : n � Tyg, the longest exursion ofthe RWRE path to the left of y, are straightforward:Lemma 4. For all n, k � 1, y 2 ZZ, and any !,P!(T k � n) � (1� e�(k�1)Rk�1)n ; P(Ly � k) � h�ik1� h�i :18



Sine G � (0; v�) is open and separated from v�, it suÆes to establish the lower bound forG = (v � 2; v) for 0 < 2 < v < v�. The event n�1Xn 2 (v � 2; v) ontains the event�(v � 2)nv� < T(v�)n < n; the exursion distane L(v�)n < n; and Tvn > n� ;namely, that the RWRE hits (v � )n at about the expeted time, from whih point its longestexursion to the left is less than n, but the RWRE does not arrive at position vn by time n.By Solomon's law of large numbers, P(T(v�)n 2 ((v � 2)n=v�; n)) ! 1 as n ! 1. Set � =1� (v� 2)=v� > 0. Sine T(v�)n is independent of f!x : x � (v� )ng, it follows by stationaritythat P(Tvn > njT(v�)n 2 ((v � 2)n=v�; n)) � P(T n > �n) :Hene, by the exponential bound on P(L(v�)n � n) (see Lemma 4), the lower bound holds assoon as we show that lim infn!1 logP(T n > �n)= log n � 1� s : (31)To this end, let yÆ = h�s�Æ log �i=h�s�Æi for Æ � 0, and note that for every Æ > 0 small enoughyÆ is �nite and positive. Applying Cram�er's theorem to the i.i.d. real-valued random variablesflog �(x)gx2ZZ gives P(Rk�1 � yÆ) � e�(sÆyÆ+o(1))k as k !1 (32)where sÆ := s� Æ � (yÆ)�1 logh�s�Æi. Choosek = k(n) = 1 + log nyÆ ;so that e�(sÆyÆ+o(1))k = n�sÆ+o(1) as n and k tend to 1 , and onsider the eventAn = f! : maxm=0;1;:::;[n=k℄�1 Rk�1(mk;!) � yÆg :Sine fRk�1(mk)gm�0 are i.i.d. variables, we obtain from (32) thatlim infn!1 1log n logP(An) � lim infn!1 1log n log � nk(n)n�sÆ� = 1� sÆ : (33)Deomposing the event An aording to m� = minfm � 0 : Rk�1(mk) � yg and ignoring the timewhih the hain Xn spends outside [m�k;m�k + k), we get by stationarity thatP(T n > �n j An) � inf!:Rk�1(!)�yÆ P!(T k > �n) :
19



By Lemma 4, inf!:Rk�1(!)�yÆ P!(T k > �n) � infz�yÆ(1� e�(k�1)z)(�n+1) � (1� n�1)(�n+1) : (34)Combining (33) and (34) and taking Æ # 0 (for whih sÆ ! s), we establish (31), thus ompletingthe proof of the lower bound.The upper bound on P(n�1Xn 2 G) hinges upon moment estimates on the hitting times Tk. Toderive these observe that Tk =Pki=1 �i is the sum of the identially distributed, (dependent) randomvariables �i, the law of eah of whih is idential to the law of �1. Let C = E(�1 ) and note thatby Minkowski's inequality for all k � 1 E(T k ) � Ck : (35)The ruial observation is that C <1 for all  < s. One this is established, standard estimates,due to Nagaev in [33℄, allow one to obtain the orret tail estimates for Tn=n, and the usual dualitytransfers these to tail estimates on Xn=n. We thus onentrate in the remainder of this skethon the derivation of the bounds on E(�1 ). These bounds apply more generally in the ontext ofBranhing Proesses in a Random Environment, and may be found in [9℄. For the purpose of thisreview, we will prove a weaker result:Lemma 5. Assume s > 2. Then E(�1) <1 and E(�21 ) <1.Proof of Lemma 5: Let N0 denote the number of exursions of the RWRE to the left of 0 before�1, and let, for i = 1; 2; : : : ; N0, ��10 (i) denote the length of the i-th exursion from �1 to 0. Notethat given the environment, the random variables ��10 (i) are i.i.d., and that their law depends onf!jg�1j=�1 only while, beause the RWRE is transient to +1, the law of N0 depends on !0 only andis geometri with parameter !0, more preisely, we have P!(N0 = k) = !0(1�!0)k, k = 0; 1; 2; : : :.In partiular, under the measure P!, ��10 (1); ��10 (2); : : : are independent and independent of N0.Using now the hitting time deomposition�1 = 1 + N0Xi=1(1 + ��10 (i)) (36)taking �rst expetations withP! and then integrating over !, one onludes that, whenever E(�1) <1, E(�1) = 1 +E(N0)(1 +E(��10 (1))) = 1 + h�i(1 +E(�1)) ;20



establishing that E(�1) = (1+ h�i)=(1�h�i). One onludes that a neessary ondition for E(�1) <1 is s > 1, while the suÆieny is established by a trunation argument: learly, for any 1 < M <1, �1 ^M � 1 + N0Xi=1(1 + ��10 (i) ^M) ;and hene E(�1 ^M) � 1 +E(N0)(1 +E(�1 ^M)) ;implying that E(�1 ^M) � (1 + h�i)(1� h�i). Monotone onvergene then yields that E(�1) <1.To see the seond moment bound, let �1; � 01 denote two independent (given the environment) opiesof �1. Using the deomposition (36) and� 01 = 1 + N 00Xi=1(1 + ��10 (i)0) ;one sees that if E(�1� 01) <1 thenE(�1� 01) = 1 + 2E(N0)(1 +E(�1)) +E(N0N 00)(1 + 2E(�1) +E(�1� 01)) :Sine E(N0N 00) = h�2i, this establishes the neessity of s > 2, and, trunating and using monotoneonvergene, it also establishes that E(�1� 01) <1 as soon as s > 2. Using now (36) one more, oneheks that whenever E(�21 ) <1 thenE(�21 ) = 1 +E(N0)(3 + 4E(�1) +E(�21 )) +E(N20 �N0)(E(�1� 01) + 2E(�1) + 1) ;and again, one onludes that for s > 2, E(�21 ) < 1 with a trunation argument, using the fatthat E(N0) < 1 and E(�1� 01) <1 in this ase.It is easy to hek that one may generalize Lemma 5 by indution to other integer moments i < s.A somewhat more elegant argument, whih also handles non integer moments of �1, an be foundin [9, Lemma 2.4℄.We onlude this setion with omments on the proof of Theorem 6. As mentioned above, theproof of the lower bound follows the same trak as in Theorem 5, this time with the ontributionto large Rk oming essentially from bloks of \fair oins" of length n1=3. The argument in [9℄ forthe upper bound is a rather rude bootstrapping argument based on the upper bound in Theorem5, and misses the orret onstant in the exponent. The proof given in [35℄ whih aptures theorret onstant in the upper bound is too tehnial to present it here. Very roughly, it involves aoarse graining of the environment into bloks of size n1=3+Æ , some small Æ, and lassifying them21



as \biased" bloks (if the empirial measure of !i-s in the blok has a signi�ant proportion of!i > 1=2) and \fair" bloks (if not). The biased bloks serve as e�etive barriers, in the sensethat the random walk only rarely rosses suh a blok from right to left. Handling strethes of fairbloks is done by Chebyhe�'s inequality, and most of the e�ort is invested in proving that longstrethes of fair bloks whih are shorter than the maximal streth do not ontribute muh to thetail asymptotis.4 Quenhed LDP's - subexponential speedIn this setion we turn our attention to the quenhed sub-exponential regime. Maybe surprisingly,it turns out that the annealed estimates are key to understanding the quenhed asymptotis. Thenext theorems are the main results known. They quantify the fat that the annealed probabilitiesof large deviations are of bigger order than their quenhed ounterparts, due to the possibility ofrare utuations in the environment whih may slow down the RWRE.Theorem 7 (Positive and negative drifts) ([14, Thm. 1℄)Suppose that h�i < 1, �max > 1, and let v 2 (0; v�). Then, for �-a.a. !, the following statementshold:1. For any Æ > 0, lim supn!1 1n1�1=s�Æ log P! (Xn < nv) = �1 : (37)2. For any Æ > 0, lim infn!1 1n1�1=s+Æ log P! (Xn < nv) = 0 : (38)Furthermore, lim supn!1 1n1�1=s log P! (Xn < nv) = 0 : (39)One should ompare the rate of deay obtained in Theorem 7 with the annealed polynomial rateof deay (see Theorem 5) P(Xn < nv) ' n1�s.As in Theorem 6, tail estimates are di�erent when the drift annot be negative:
22



Theorem 8 (Positive and zero drifts) ([14, Thm. 2℄, [34, Thm. 1℄) Suppose that h�i < 1,�max = 1, and �(f1=2g) > 0. Then, for �-a.a. !, and for v 2 (0; v�),limn!1 (log n)2n logP!(Xn < nv) = �j� log�(f1=2g)j2=8(1� vv� ) : (40)Again, the rate in Theorem 8 should be ompared with the annealed rate (.f. Theorem 6) P(Xn <nv) ' exp(�Cn1=3). Theorem 7 is ontained in [14℄, as well as the order of deay in Theorem8 without the sharp value of the r.h.s. The exat value of the r.h.s. in (40) (and, thereby, theexistene of the limit in (40)!) are due to [34℄, where the authors sharpen the oarse grainingapproah desribed in the last setion for the annealed ase. We onentrate in the rest of thissetion on Theorem 7, and try to give a rough sketh of its proof as well as some intriguing questionsand hallenges that it poses.We begin by noting that the lower bound in (38) follows the same outline as in the annealed ase,and was atually predited in [9℄: The maximal value of all possible kRk's (with di�erent initialand �nal points) in the blok [0; nv℄ is kRk = log n=s+ Zn, where Zn is a random variable whoselength is of order 1 (but on appropriate subsequenes may be arbitrarily large or small). Taking a(random) subsequene with Zn large yields the improved lower bound (39).The proof of the upper bound is based on dividing the interval [0; nv℄ into bloks of size n1=s+Æ. Atypial suh blok is transient to the right, and the RWRE only rarely rosses suh a blok fromright to left. The annealed estimates, together with the Borel-Cantelli lemma, an be used to giveuniform estimates for the time needed to ross a blok from left to right. They also allow one toestimate how rarely a \baktrak", i.e. a rossing from the right to the left, ours. Then, eahsuh \baktrak" an be treated as inreasing by one the number of bloks that the RWRE has toross. Taking that into aount yields the quenhed estimates.Intuitively, sine the random variables Zn an be made arbitrarily small on appropriate subse-quenes, one expets the following onjeture to hold true:Conjeture 1. In the setting of Theorem 7, we have for �-a.a. !lim infn!1 1n1�1=s log P! (Xn < nv) = �1 :Together with (39), this onjeture says that there does not exist a re�ned LDP in the subex-ponential regime: the random variables an := logP!(Xn < nv) osillate aording to randomsubsequenes given by the random environment.23



The diÆulty in verifying Conjeture 1 is that, unlike in the lower bound, it is not enough toestablish that all \fair strethes" are shorter than usual: one has to show that even when all\fair strethes" are short, a ombination of several suh strethes does not ontribute to the tailasymptotis. A ase whih we an analyze expliitly is the \two-oins ase" where �1 := �(1) > 0and �(p) = 1 � �1 for some p < 1=2. The RWRE in this environment is a simple random walkwith drift to the left with randomly plaed nodes, i.e. loations where the random walk is foredto go right. In this ase, s = � log(1� �1)= log ��, where �� := (1 � p)=p > 1. Here, h�i = (1� �1)��and we will assume that (1 � �1)�� < 1, implying that the RWRE has the positive speed v� =(1�h�i)=(1+ h�i). While the measure � does not satisfy our standard assumption that its supportis inluded in the open interval (0; 1), subexponential asymptotis still our in this ase. SineTheorem 9 below has not appeared elsewhere, we present its proof with all details.Theorem 9. Assume we are in the two-oins ase, i.e. !0; !1; : : : are i.i.d. , !0 has value 1, withprobability �1 or value p, with probability 1� �1. Assume (1� �1)�� < 1. Let u > 1=v�. Then, for�-a.a. !, lim infn!1 1n1�1=s logP!(Tn � nu) = �1 ; (41)lim supn!1 1n1�1=s logP!(Tn � nu) = 0 : (42)As a onsequene, for v < v�, we have for �-a.a. !lim infn!1 1n1�1=s logP!(Xn � nv) = �1 ; (43)lim supn!1 1n1�1=s logP!(Xn � nv) = 0 : (44)(In fat, statements slightly stronger than (41), (42) hold, see (53), (79)).Proof1. Proof of (42) (see also [14℄)Sine `0(!) = inffi � 0 : !i = 1g <1 a.s., we may and will assume w.l.o.g. that !0 = 1, i.e. thatwe have a node at 0. Let `1(!); `2(!); : : : be the lengths of the suessive intervals without nodes,i.e. `1(!) := inffi � 1 : !i = 1g (45)`k(!) := inffi � 1 : !`1+:::+`k�1+i = 1g; k � 1 : (46)Let Nl(n) := maxfj : `1 + : : :+ `j � ng and`max(n) := max1�j�Nl(n) `j(!) : (47)24



We will now give an estimate for the exit time of an interval without node. Let Px be the distributionof the random walk (Xj), started at x 2 f0; 1; : : : ; `+ 1g, with !0 = 1, !1 = !2 = : : : = !` = p, letT `+1 := inffj : Xj = `+ 1g and T 0 := inffj : Xj = 0g. ThenP1 �T 0 < T `+1� = ��`+1 � ����`+1 � 1 � ��` � 1��`and P1(T `+1 � n) � P1 �T 0 < T `+1�n � �1� 1��`�n :Using this estimate, we give a lower bound for P!(Tn � nu) by simply piking the largest intervalswithout nodes: for eah !,P!(Tn � nu) � P0(T `max(n)+1 � nu) � �1� 1��`max(n)�bnu+1 (48)Theorem 2 in [8℄ implies that, with log2 n = log log n and log3 n = log log logn,P�`max(n) � log n� log(1� �1) + log2 n� log(1� �1) for in�nitely many n� = 1 (49)and P�`max(n) � log n� log(1� �1) � log3 n� log(1� �1) for in�nitely many n� = 1 : (50)We now hoose a (random) subsequene (nk) suh that`max(nk) � log nk� log(1 � �1) + log2 nk� log(1� �1) = log nks log �� + log2 nks log �� (51)for all k. Then, due to (48), for eah " > 0logP!(Tnk � nku) � log�1� 1��`max(nk)�nku= nku 1��`max(nk) ��`max(nk) log�1� 1��`max(nk)�� nku exp�� lognks � 1s log2 nk� (�1� ") (52)for k large enough. Hene, for �-a.a. !,limk!1 1n1�1=sk logP!(Tnk � nku) = 0
25



and (42) follows.RemarkMore preisely, (52) implies that, for �-a.a. !, on the random subsequene nk !1 introdued in(51), lim supk!1 (log nk)1=sn1�1=sk logP!(Tnk � nku) � �u : (53)2. Proof of (41)We again may and will assume that !0 = 1. Let N(n) := minfj : `1 + : : : + `j � ng. Denote`MAX(n) := max1�j�N(n) `j(!) : (54)and note that (49) and (50) still hold true if we replae `max(n) with `MAX(n). We �rst prove thefollowing formula for the exit time of a random walk with reetion at 0.Lemma 6. Let !0 = 1, !1 = !2 = : : : = !`�1 = p < 12 , T ` := inffj : Xj = `g and g(`) :=E0(exp(�T `)). Let q := 1� p. For � < �12 log(4pq), de�ney1 := y1(�) = 12p �e�� +qe�2� � 4pq� ; (55)y2 := y2(�) = 12p �e�� �qe�2� � 4pq� : (56)Fix � := �(`) = supf� > 0 : e�2� > 4pq; y2̀(e�y1 � 1) > y1̀(e�y2 � 1)g :Then, for � < �, we have g(`) = e�(y1 � y2)y2̀(e�y1 � 1)� y1̀(e�y2 � 1) : (57)Proof Let gx(`) := Ex(exp(�T `)), 0 � x � `. We have g(`) = g0(`) = e�g1(`), g`(`) = 1 andgx(`) = e�pgx+1(`) + e�qgx�1(`), 1 � x � `� 1. For 0 � x � `, gx(`) has the formgx(`) = Ayx1 +Byx2 (58)where y1 and y2 satisfy, for 1 � x � ` � 1, yx1;2 = e�pyx+11;2 + e�qyx�11;2 ; and are, therefore, givenby (55) and (56). Substituting in (58) the boundary ondition g`(`) = 1 yields B = (1�Ay1̀)=y2̀;hene gx(`) = Ayx1 + yx�`2 �Ayx2 �y1y2�` : (59)26



Now, using the seond boundary ondition g0(`) = e�g1(`), we omputeA = e�y2 � 1y2̀ � y1̀ � e�y1y2̀ + e�y1̀y2 :Finally, setting x = 0 in (59) gives g0(`) = A+ y�`2 �A�y1y2�`and a little arithmeti yields (57), as long as � < �.As usual, we start the proof of the upper bound (41) with Chebyshev's inequality. Fix C > 0 andlet �n = Cn�1=s. De�ne the (random) subsequene (~nk) suh that`MAX(~nk) � log ~nks log �� � log3 ~nks log �� ; (60)whih is possible due to (50). We laim thatP!(T~nk � ~nku) � E!(e�~nkT~nk )e��~nk ~nku � N(~nk)Yj=1 g(`j(!))e��~nk ~nku (61)To verify (61), we have to show that, for all k large enough, �~nk < �(`i) is satis�ed for i = 1; : : : ; ~nk.Beause (e�y1 � 1) � y1 � 1 > 0, it suÆes to show that�y1y2�`MAX(~nk) �e�~nk y2 � 1� �!k!1 0 (62)Note that, sine y2(0) = 1, e�ny2 � 1�n �!n!1 1 + y02(0) = 1 + 11� 2p : (63)Sine y1 is dereasing and y2 is inreasing, we havey1(�n)y2(�n) � y1(0)y2(0) = qp = �� (64)Using (60) and (64), we have for some C1 independent of k,�y1y2�`MAX(~nk) �e�~nk y2 � 1� � ~n1=sk �~nk e�~nk y2 � 1�~nk e�C1 log3 ~nk �!k!1 0 ; (65)27



proving (62). Taking logarithms in (61) yieldslogP!(T~nk � ~nku) � N(~nk)Xj=1 log g(`j(!))� �~nk ~nku (66)Next we analyze the �rst term on the r.h.s. of (66). Note that, on the sequene f~nkg, i.e. for� = �(~nk), y1 = y1(�(~nk)); y2 = y1(�(~nk)),log g(`) = � log y2̀(e�y1 � 1)e�(y1 � y2) � y1̀(e�y2 � 1)e�(y1 � y2) != � log y2̀(e�y1 � 1)e�(y1 � y2) � log 1� y1̀(e�y2 � 1)y2̀(e�y1 � 1)! (67)We onsider, for n on the sequene f~nkg,1n1�1=s N(n)Xj=1 log g(`j(!))= � 1n1�1=s N(n)Xj=1 log y`j2 (e�ny1 � 1)e�n(y1 � y2) !� 1n1�1=s N(n)Xj=1 log 1� y`j1 (e�ny2 � 1)y`j2 (e�ny1 � 1)! (68)The �rst term in (68) an be splitted again:� 1n1�1=s N(n)Xj=1 log y`j2 (e�ny1 � 1)e�n(y1 � y2) ! = �0� 1n1�1=s N(n)Xj=1 `j log y21A� N(n)n1�1=s log (e�ny1 � 1)e�n(y1 � y2)! (69)Note that, for �-a.a. !, N(n)n �!n!1 �1 (70)due to the law of large numbers, and1n N(n)Xj=1 `j(!) = N(n)n 1N(n) N(n)Xj=1 `j(!) �!n!1 1 : (71)Using the mean value theorem, there is �n 2 (0; �n) suh thatlog y2(�n) = �n y02(�n)y2(�n)Sine y2(0) = 1 and y02(0) = (q � p)�1, we see thatn1=s log y2(�n) = n1=s�n y02(�n)y2(�n) = Cy02(�n)y2(�n) �!n!1 Cq � p28



whih shows, together with (71), that the �rst term on the r.h.s. of (69) onverges, for �-a.a. !, to�Cq�p . For the seond term on the r.h.s. of (69), we proeed similarly: Let'(�) := e�y1 � 1e�(y1 � y2) :There is �n 2 (0; �n) suh thatlog'(�n) = log'(0) + �n'0(�n)'(�n) = �n'0(�n)'(�n) :We have '0(�) = e�y1 + e�y01e�(y1 � y2) � (e�y1 � 1) �e�(y1 � y2) + e�(y01 � y02�e2�(y1 � y2)2Using y1(0) = q=p = ��, y2(0) = 1, y02(0) = (q � p)�1, a little alulation yieldslim�!0'0(�) = 2qp(q � p)2 :Therefore, the seond term on the r.h.s. of (69) equals�N(n)n n1=s�n'0(�n)'(�n) �!n!1 � �1C 2qp(q � p)2 � � a:a:!Going bak to (68), we have proved that� 1n1�1=s N(n)Xj=1 log y`j2 (e�ny1 � 1)e�n(y1 � y2) ! �!n!1 � Cq � p � �1C 2qp(q � p)2 ; � � a:a:! : (72)Considering the seond term in (68), note that, for n on the sequene f~nkg,�N(n)Xj=1 log 1� y`j1 (e�ny2 � 1)y`j2 (e�ny1 � 1)! � N(n)Xj=1 y`j1 (e�ny2 � 1)y`j2 (e�ny1 � 1) (n) (73)where we set  (x) := � log(1� x)x ; n := �y1y2�`MAX(n) e�ny2 � 1e�ny1 � 1 (74)Note that  (x) # 1 for x ! 0, and n ! 0 due to (65). Let �B be the shift up to the next node,i.e. (�B!)(i) = !(i + `1). Denote by RBn (!) := 1n n�1Pj=0 Æ(�B)j! the orresponding empirial �eld.
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Note that due to our assumption !0 = 1, �B is an ergodi transformation. The r.h.s. of (73) isdominated by e�y2 � 1e�y1 � 1N(n)ERBN(n)(!)  �y1y2�`1! (n) (75)Sine `1 possesses a geometri distribution,E ���`1� = 1Xj=1�1(1� �1)j�1��j = �1�� 11� (1� �1)�� :Therefore, due to (64) and the �-almost sure onvergene of the empirial �elds, we have for �-a.a.!, lim supn!1 ERBN(n)(!)  �y1y2�`1! � E ���`1� = �1�� 11� (1� �1)�� : (76)Taking into aount (70), (73), (63), (76), the de�nition of �n, the onvergene of e�ny1 to �� andthe onvergene of  (~nk)! 1, we see that for �-a.a. !,lim supk!1 � 1~n1�1=sk N(~nk)Xj=1 log 1� y`j1 (e�~nk y2 � 1)y`j2 (e�~nk y1 � 1)!� lim supk!1 N(~nk)~nk ~n1=sk �~nk e�~nk y2 � 1�~nk 1e�~nk y1 � 1ERBN(~nk)(!)  �y1y2�`1! (~nk)� �1C 2pq(q � p)2E���`1� � 2q2�21C(q � p)2(1� (1� �1)��) : (77)Putting together (66), (68), (72) and (77), we have proved that, for �-a.a. !,lim supk!1 1~n1�1=sk logP!(T~nk � ~nku)� � Cq � p � �1C 2qp(q � p)2 + �21C 2q2(q � p)2 11� (1� �1)�� � Cu (78)A straightforward alulation shows that the last term equalsC 1 + (1� �1)q=p1� (1� �1)q=p �Cu = C (1=v� � u) = �C (u� 1=v�) :(41) now follows sine C > 0 was arbitrary. The proof of the statements involving Xn=n is straight-forward from (41) and (42), we refer to [14℄.
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Remark We have in fat shown that, for �-a.a. !, on the random subsequene ~nk !1 introduedin (60), limk!1 1(~nk)1�1=s logP!(T~nk � ~nku) = �1 : (79)5 Conluding remarks1. A setting whih was not overed in the subexponential regime is that of �max = 1 while�(f1=2g) = 0. It an be heked that in this ase, the annealed large deviation probabilities andeay like exp(�Cn�) for any � 2 (1=3; 1), with the value of � determined by the behavior ofthe measure �(�) in the neighborhood of 1=2. The same proof as in Theorem 8 then shows thatthe upper quenhed estimates in Theorem 8 beome exp(�dn=(log n)), with  = 1=� � 1.2. The assumption that the losed support of � is ontained in the open interval (0; 1) an oftenbe dispensed if the support does not inlude both f0g and f1g. For example, in the ontext ofTheorems 5 and 7, it an be replaed by the weaker assumption of h�si = 1 for some s > 1.One plae where this assumption seems essential is in the derivation of the annealed exponentialLDP's.3. In general, one does not know how to solve the variational problem in (11), and hene we do nothave expliit expressions for Ia� (exept in ertain speial ases, f. [7℄) or a preise understandingof the atypial environments leading to large deviations. Similarly, exept when the results of[35℄ and [34℄ apply, it has not been proved what is the loal environment whih auses largeutuations in the sub-exponential regime. The solution of this problem requires a more re�nedunderstanding of the upper bound than is urrently available.4. It is speulated in [7℄, but not proved, that I�;a� (u) 6= I�;q� (u) for any u suh that I�;q� is stritlyonvex at u.5. As in the i.i.d. environment ase desribed in Setions 3 and 4, one may look, in the generalergodi ase, for re�ned asymptotis in the at piees of I�;q� or Iq� . When � is loally equivalentto the produt of its marginals, it is believed to exhibit the same qualitative behavior as in thei.i.d. ase, that is polynomial deay in the ase !min < 1=2 < !max and sub-exponential deaywhen !min = 1=2. Some expliit omputations are possible in the Markov environment ase, orin the \two-oins" ase desribed before Theorem 9, f. [15℄.6. The multi-dimensional ase presents many hallenges. Beause a preise hitting time deom-position is not available, expliit riteria for transiene and reurrene, as well as formulae for31



the speed in the transient ase, are not known in general. Notable exeptions are situationswhere some symmetry is present, in whih ase one an prove CLT statements, f. [26℄,[27℄, [3℄.Under restritions on the distribution of the environment, Kalikow [20℄ has proved transieneof the RWRE. Very reently, Sznitman and Zerner [40℄ showed that in fat, under Kalikow'sassumption, the RWRE has a non-vanishing speed. Sznitman sueeded in [39℄ in obtainingthe CLT under the same assumption. The general ase remains however open. As far as largedeviations are onerned, some reent results have been obtained by [47℄ and [38℄. Indeed, whenthe environment is i.i.d. and the onvex hull of the support of � inludes the origin, Zerner[47℄ has used a subadditive hitting time deomposition to show that a quenhed LDP (in theexponential sale) holds true. Unfortunately, his results do not allow for the expliit evaluationof the rate funtion, nor for the evaluation of its zero set. Many questions still remain open,most notably what happens when 0 62 onv supp �0, what is the annealed rate funtion, andwhat is the relation of the latter to the quenhed rate funtion. In a di�erent diretion, Sznitman[38℄, [39℄ has obtained, in the multidimensional ase, some analogues of the results of Setions 3and 4. Appliations of RWRE models to model long range orrelation in time series have beensuggested by Marinari et al. in [31℄ and further disussed by Durrett in [11℄.7. An analogous model for ontinuous time was desribed by Brox [5℄ and further developed byTanaka [44℄, and, in the multidimensional ase, by Mathieu [32℄. Some results onerning largedeviations for the ontinuous model were reently obtained by Taleb [43℄.8. The RWRE model we have disussed here is a nearest neighbor model. There exists some workon non nearest neighbor models, whih are muh harder and exhibit some of the diÆultiespresent in the multi-dimensional ase. Spei�ally, let L;R � 1 be integers, and assume thatP!(Xn+1 = x+ ijXn = x) = px(i), with px(i) = 0 for i 62 [�L;R℄, and px(�) a sequene of i.i.d.random vetors. Key [23℄ (.f. also [28℄) provided a transiene or reurrene riterion based onthe evaluation of ertain Lyapunov exponents. Other limit results are also available, see [29℄,[30℄ and the referenes therein. It should be noted that if R = 1 and Xn ! 1 P-a.s., the rateof growth of Xn=n an be evaluated by mimiking the argument used in the proof of Lemma 5.Indeed, with �1 = minfn : Xn = 1g, the same reursion reveals that, whenever E(�1) <1,E(�1) = 1 +E �1�p0(1)p0(1) �1�E�PLi=1 ip0(�i)p0(1) � ; (80)and further E(�1) = 1 as soon as the r.h.s. in (80) is not stritly positive. As in the nearestneighbor ase, one onludes that if Xn !1, P-a.s., it holds that Xn=n! 1=E(�1), P-a.s.
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